Main Components Diagram

1. Pushing Jar
2. Transparent Cover
3. Juicing Net
4. Middle Ring
5. Handle
6. Residue Barrel
7. Main Machine
8. Juicer Jug

Maintenance and cleaning
1. If this machine will not be used for a long time, please keep the motor dry and clean.
2. If not used for a long time, please store this machine at a dry and well-ventilated place so as to prevent the motor from getting damp or moldy.
3. Do not wash the main body. When cleaning, only wipe with wet cloth. Other components may be washed directly with water, such as pushing bar, cover, middle seat, residue cup, juice nozzle cover.

Performances
1. For the juicer, opening with large diameter, entire apple or pear can be put in for juicing, no cutting apart needed, easy and quick.
2. Design is simple and beautiful, with combined structure, easy to operate and clean.
3. High speed electric motor with overheat protection, high efficiency, energy saving with a long service life motor.
4. Safety lock unit for safety and reliability in use.
Attention Before using:
1. This machine is set with safety handle, when the handle does not fasten the cover or the cutter seat is not fastened, the motor cannot turn, so as to ensure safety for the user.
2. When disassembling or assembling the juicer, press the upper of feed port of the cover with your hand, then force the handle to slide in or out of the cover slot.
3. When disassembling the juicing net, first remove the cover and residue barrel, then turn the middle ring up to 30 degrees by holding the juicing nozzle with your hand, and take up, the juicing net will automatically leave the rotor.
4. In order to avoid damage, before using. First check the power supply for compliance with rated voltage.
5. Clean all parts able to disassemble (refer to the section of “maintenance and cleaning”).
6. When disassembling, please carefully read the diagram of “name and position of main components”.
7. Please carefully read the “attentions” before using.

Juicing:
1. Before using, please confirm the button switch of the main machine in stop state in this way, in case assembly is not completed, starting the main machine can be avoided. So unnecessary damage of person or property can be avoided.
2. Before juicing, first confirm juicing net and rotor clutch is in position, and no hard contact between juicing net cutter and transparent cover. Put the transparent cover on, put the handle into the cover slot, then turn on the machine.
3. Before using, assemble according to the diagram of “name and position of the main components”. Turn on the power supply, press switch to let the machine run no-load for 5 sec. Put the prepared vegetable or fruit into feed port of the juicer, press with the pushing bar evenly, hard and slow. The juice of the vegetable or fruit is fresh and pure.

Note: when pressing food with the pushing bar, force shall be even or indirect, pressing force shall not be more than 2 lbs. Not with sudden force, otherwise, juicing effect will be reduced.

Operating Time:
This machine is designed with button switches of O grading, I-grading, II-grading, (O for stop, I for weak grading and II for strong grading). For juicing, select strong grading, for operating time, after operating for 1 minute stop for 1 minute then use again after the above operation is performed for three times, stop for 15 minutes, do not operate until the motor is cooled, in this way, service life of this machine will be prolonged the machine will serve you more efficiently.

Attention
1. This machine is not to be used by the mentally handicapped or young children, unless under the direction or help from a capable adult.
2. Before using, put this machine on a stable and even table board, operate according to the above methods.
3. Before juicing, first confirm juicing net and rotor clutched in position and no hard contact between juicing net cutter and transparent cover. Put the transparent cover on, fasten tight the handle, then turn on the machine.
4. Before being used the motor works in running-in phase, there may be slight peculiar smell and spark, this is normal, after the motor works for some period, the above phenomenon will disappear.
5. During juicing, make sure there is not too over fill juice and residue in the middle seat and residue cup, if too full, please cut off the power supply, clean up then use again.
6. During using, do not open the cup cover. In case power supply is on, do not put hand or any utensil into the mixing cup or feeding port, otherwise, harmful accident may occur or this machine may be damaged.
7. In order to prolong service life of this machine, over-temperature protective device is mounted in the motor. If the motor works for a long time or overloaded, when over temperature, power supply will automatically cut off. After the motor stops, pull out the plug of the power supply, wait for the motor to cool down. (30 minutes), then use it again.
8. During operation, please do not leave and never let children operate this machine without adult supervision.

9. When this machine is in mixing, mincing or grinding conditions, overloading is strictly prohibited.

10. After operation, do not pour food out until pullout the plug of power supply.

11. Cutters are very sharp, in order to avoid injury, when cleaning cutter, please put the cutter under water tap for washing, do not wash it with hand.

12. This machine must not be used for other purposes beyond what is described in this manual.

13. In case of damaged power supply cord, in order to avoid danger, replacement must be performed by the manufacturer or its service department or similar professional persons.

Troubleshooting
Please check the details below before contacting our Technical Support for repair or service.

**Machine does not start**
Check if the device is plugged properly to a power outlet.
Check the parts of the machine and make sure that each component is assembled and attached correctly.

**Machine’s juice output is low**
Ensure that the rubber at the bottom of chamber is plugged tightly and firmly to the chamber.
Fresh fruits give the highest level of juice content.

**Machine stops working**
Check if you have put excessive food materials in the machine.
Check food material composition (e.g. cords, hard fruit core) that may have caused blockage.
Press the REV button for 3 to 5 seconds, and then press the ON button. If the machine is still not working, simply turn it OFF and the chamber.

**Machine emits sound while juicing and vibrates**
It is normal for the machine to produce some sound as it squeezes the fruits or vegetables into mash. Depending on the type ingredients, hard ingredients (such as carrot, potato, beetroot, radish, etc.) may cause the machine to emit louder sound that soft ingredients.

Please visit www.pyleusa.com for technical support.
Thank you for your purchase of the Pyle Juicer. You can easily create your own personalized juice from various types of fruits and vegetables with it.

**Retains More Nutrients and Flavor**
Traditional juicers utilize a fast spinning metal blade that spins and cuts fruits against a mesh filter to extract the juice from its flesh. Such centrifugal force generates heat and oxygen which destroys most of the enzymes in the fruits and vegetables rendering less nutritious and even a poorer taste in the juice. Spinning at a low speed of 80RPM, Slow Juicer slowly squeezes the fruits and extracts the juice without introducing much frictional heat and oxygen thus keeping more of the natural freshness and nutrients from the fruits and vegetables intact. Unlike most traditional juicers that grind vegetables into mash rather that extracting the real juice, slow juicer juices a wide variety of fruits and vegetables utilizing its powerful motor revolving at a low speed of 80RPM.

**Its Intuitive, Convenient**
With the juice cap, you can store and mix your juices in the chamber and easily release the exact amount of juice without making any mess or wastage.

**Easy to Rinse and Clean**
It is not necessary to disassemble and wash the chamber during each juicing session. Simply close the juice cap, pour clean water into the running juicer and let it spin for 15-20 seconds. Turn off the appliance and open the juice cap and discharge the water and residues. Unplug the power cord and remove the top cover, disassemble parts by lifting up the chamber, remove and wash the Auger and Micro-Mesh Filter.

**Usage**
Simply follow the instructions provided below when using the machine.
1. Best use with fresh fruits for the highest water content.
2. Wash and cut fruits in sizes that can fit into the tube.
3. Remove the pits and hard core from the fruits,
4. Put food materials into feeding tube and slightly press down slowly using the fruit pusher.

**When the machine is stopped during juicing**
1. Did you use more than 15 minutes?
   If YES, wait for 5 more minutes for the slow juicer to cool down.
   Press and hold the “REV” button for 2-5 seconds to push the fruits upwards.
2. Press on the resume juicing.

**NOTES:**
- Do not force in the fruits during juicing to prevent damage to the Auger and Micro-Mesh Filter.
- This machine is not suitable for juicing cereal and sugarcane.
- Do not juice continuously for more than 15 minutes.

**Cleaning**
 Unlike other slow juicers this machine is very easy to clean.
 Simply follow the instructions provided below in cleaning the machine.
1. Turn ON the machine and pour in water, this will immediately push out the remaining residue left in the chamber and Auger.
2. Turn OFF the machine and unplug the power adapter from the power outlet.
3. Rotate the top cover (see package contents) to the UNLOCK MARK and remove the top cover.
4. Lift and remove the chamber, the juicing net and the Auger. You may now clean each component individually.

Install the Auger finally inside the slow juicer’s chamber. Ensure that it has been firmly positioned inside the chamber.

Install the Auger finally inside the slow juicer’s chamber. Ensure that it has been firmly positioned inside the chamber.

Place the Top Cover on top of the chamber, the Micro-Mesh filter, and the Auger firmly while aiming for the UNLOCK MARK on the main unit.

Place the Top Cover on top of the chamber, the Micro-Mesh filter, and the Auger firmly while aiming for the UNLOCK MARK on the main unit.

Fasten the Top cover to the UNLOCK MARK to hold it firmly in place.

**IMPORTANT NOTES**

- Assemble and position the device properly. During use, ensure that the parts are properly assembled and firmly positioned on a smooth, safe, and stable ground.
- No movement during use. Avoid moving any part of the machine component during usage.
- NO unnecessary materials. Do not put unnecessary materials or objects on the inlet and outlet which may cause blockage or damage to the device.
- Usage if cleaning utensils. DO not use a metal brush, any sharp tool or any kind of abrasive material in cleaning your device.
- Damp cloth for main unit. Do not immerse or wash the main unit with water when cleaning. Use a damp cloth to wipe off stains splotches.
- 15 minute - avoid using the machine for more than 15 minutes to prevent overheating.
- Auger problems. If the Auger becomes jammed during its juicing and the machine stops working, please press the REV button of your machine for 3-5 seconds to reverse the Auger’s rotation, then press the ON button. This will restart the machine and it will continue working properly.
- Avoid boiling and using Hot water. Do not boil the machine or any of the components of the machine in hot water for more than 140 F.
- Turn off the power if the machine is unused.
Packaging Contents

1. Fruit Pusher
2. Top Cover
3. Auger
4. Micro-mesh filter
5. Chamber
6. Main unit
7. Juice jug/Pulp jug
8. Cleaning brush
Assembling
The slow juicer is very easy to use and is also very easy to assemble at the same time. Simply follow the 5-step setup provided below in assembling and you’re ready to go!

Position the chamber properly on the main unit.
Ensure that the chamber has been positioned properly against the main unit.

Place the Micro-mesh filter firmly inside the chamber. Ensure that it has been firmly positioned inside the chamber.

Note: The chamber is equipped with a rubber footing. Ensure that the rubber footing is plugged into the chamber BEFORE USE. At the same time, ensure to remove the rubber footing of the chamber BEFORE CLEANING.
Features:

• Kitchen Countertop Juicer
• Creates Healthy and Nutritious Juice - Quickly & Easily
• Maximum High-Yield Juice Extraction
• Simple Switch-Button Operation
• Micro-Mesh Filters More Nutritious & Better Tasting Juice
• Tested to Extract 35% More Juice Than Standard Juicing
• Extracts Vitamins & Nutritional Content From Your Foods
• Stainless Steel & Rugged Engineered Plastic Construction
• Built-in Long-Lasting Stainless Steel Cutting Disc Blade
• Large Mouth 3.0” Food Insertion Feeding Tube
• Integrated Pulp/Waste Catcher Disposal Container
• Clog-Free Juice Drainage Design
• (2) Speed Adjustable System
• Low Speed: 9,000 RPM, High Speed: 12,000 RPM
• Side Mounted Juice Drainage Spout
• Built-in Child-Safety Lock Operation Arm
• 800 Watt High-Powered System
• Juice-Catching Container (1100ml)
• Easy-to-Clean & Dishwasher Safe Parts
• Perfect for Tasty Fruit & Vegetable Smoothies
• Power Cord Length: 4.0’ Feet (48.0”)
• Dimensions (L x W x H): 10.0” x 7.5” x 15.8”
• Weight: 9.02 lbs.